PLENARY SPEAKERS

Louigi Addario-Berry – Schramm lecture  |  McGill Univ. (Canada)
Riddhipratim Basu  |  Tata Inst. (India)
René Carmona – Doob lecture  |  Princeton Univ., APP (USA)
Jean-Dominique Deuschel  |  Berlin Univ. (Germany)
Massimiliano Gubinelli – Medallion lecture  |  Oxford Univ. (UK)
Martina Hofmanova  |  Bielefeld Univ. (Germany)
Oleksandr Iksanov – Itô prize lecturer  |  University of Kyiv (Ukraine)
Richard Kenyon – Medallion lecture  |  Yale Univ. (USA)
Andrey Pilipenko – Itô prize lecturer  |  National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Ukraine)
Gesine Reinert  |  Oxford Univ. (UK)
Makiko Sasada  |  Tokyo Univ. (Japan)
Sylvia Serfaty – Medallion lecture  |  NYU (USA)
Yinon Spinka – Doeblin prize lecturer  |  Univ. of British Columbia (Canada)
Horng-Tzer Yau – Lévy lecture  |  Harvard Univ. (USA)

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Ivan Corwin  |  USA
Ana Bela Cruzeiro  |  Portugal
Franco Flandoli  |  Italy
Nina Gantert  |  Germany
Christina Goldschmidt  |  UK
Patrícia Gonçalves  |  Portugal
Ben Hambly  |  UK
Takashi Kumagai  |  Chair  |  Japan
Mikhail Lifshits  |  Russia
Gregory Miermont  |  France
Nicolas Privault  |  Singapore
Alejandro Ramírez  |  Chile
Laurent Saloff-Coste  |  USA
Karl-Theodor Sturm  |  Germany
Amandine Véber  |  France
Feng-Yu Wang  |  China
Wendelin Werner  |  Switzerland
Ofer Zeitouni  |  Israel

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Fernanda Cipriano  |  Chair
Ana Bela Cruzeiro
Patrícia Gonçalves
Manuel Guerra
Maria João Oliveira
António Pacheco
Beatriz Costa Salvador
Jean-Claude Zambrini